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Abstract: Investigations concerning  the processes of thermal conductivity changes caused by gas changes  in polyurethane cells and by 
polymer aging. Substantiation of a diagnostic principle for assessing the degree of polymer aging  by measuring the  tangent of angle of 
dielectric losses. This diagnostics index allows to use  a  non-destructive  method  of  evaluating  the  service life of heating  pipeline 
insulation. 
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The most important elements of energy-supply systems  in 
cities and in settlement areas are water and heat-supply  pipeline 
systems. In the developed countries, and in recent years also in 
Russia, pipeline systems with polymer insulation have become most 
widely used. A standard design of a pipeline system includes the 
following elements: a metal pipe, its insulation of foam 
polyurethane (FPU), a polyethylene or a metal outer casing, 
indicator conductors, which are part of a monitoring system (Fig. 
1). 

 

 
Translation of  words in Fig.1: a centering support; a polyurethane outer 
casing; FPU insulation; indicator conductors as part of a remote 
monitoring systems. 

 
Fig. 1 The Standard Design of a Pipeline System with Foam 

Polyurethane Insulation 
 
As a rule, any assessment  of the technical condition of the said  

pipe structure is made by way of checking its resistance in relation 
to electric current running between indicator conductors and the 
metal pipe. This monitoring is made proceeding from the notion 
that both faults and pipe damage  are due to either  corrosion or 
mechanical destruction of metal  pipes and to water ingress  into the 
foam polyurethane component of the pipe structure. The said 
checking of electrical resistance of polymer  component between 
pipeline indicator conductors and the metal pipe allows to reveal 
defects at the right time and  to prevent any catastrophic water 
outbursts. The available substantial operation-based experience has 

already proved a high efficiency of the said monitoring system, 
which under present-day conditions is being further expanded  to 
the level of an operation dispatcher supervision system  (ODSS). At 
the same time, the accumulated experience has demonstrated  that 
ODSS-based monitoring  cannot reveal all the potential damage in  
pipeline systems. For example, no  faults can be determined when 
pipes are destroyed due to the mechanical stress originating from 
the  external pipe casing  and also when the tightness of foam 
polyurethane cells is impaired.  The number of cases of pipe failures  
in pipelines with a service life  of up to twenty years in different 
countries is distributed in the following manner, in relation to the  
total number of such cases: in Germany this makes nine per cent, in 
the USA – twelve per cent, in Finland – fourteen per cent, in Russia 
– nineteen per cent. Further investigations have shown that the main 
cause of  pipe break downs is the aging of polymer insulation 
structural elements, which fact necessitates the execution of 
comprehensive  investigations in this area [1, 2].  

 

 
Fig. 2 Polyurethane Insulation Structure 

 
The currently available methods are based on cutting out 

polymer samples and on their testing under stationary laboratory 
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conditions, which makes it necessary to later restore the pipe 
section  from which the  sample was taken, which incurs substantial  
costs  linked with the tests to be made. Commonly,  in this situation 
no account is taken of FPU dynamic properties and of the 
polyethylene outer casing. This is why the goal was set to develop  
a new method in order to evaluate  the rest service life indexes 
within the limits of the existing pipeline system design version. 
These investigations were aimed at determining the dependence of  
the longevity of partitions, which are between closed bubbles in the 
filling material, from the filling agent properties changes and from 
the reduction of the degree of casing material polymerization, which 
fact leads to changes of thermal loss indexes and pipeline 
mechanical strength.  

During the initial investigation stage an analysis was 
undertaken aimed at fixing the causes of a considerable number of 
faults due to the aging of the polymer component of pipeline  
construction.  

Aging of polymer components in a pipeline system depends on 
a wide number of factors and it is determined by processes which 
take place in the polymer itself on its molecular level, also by the 
spatial non-uniformity of polymers, as well as by  processes that 
take place  on the level of material cellular structure, and by the 
processes of diffusion and sorption. Besides, the damaging effect   
takes place both at the side of outer casing and also at the side of the 
steel pipe itself. The aging process can also be significantly affected  
by the physical-chemical properties of the gas component  of the 
said cellular structure. The thermal conductivity of polymer 
components depends upon polymer properties, upon the gas phase 
in the cells, also upon convection and dissipation phenomena. The 
changes of the thermal conductivity coefficient under different 
temperature conditions are of a particular interest. Lower 
temperatures are accompanied  by lower gas pressure values in FPU 
cells, which in turn leads to  lower thermal conductivity. However, 
at temperatures, when gas condensation is observed, a sharp 
increase in  conductivity  takes place. Thermal conductivity can also 
change within a broad range,  following the destruction of partitions 
in the cellular structure, thus altering both the convective and 
radiation elements of thermal conductivity. Cell tightness level 
changes  are normally observed after a pipeline operation period 
between seven to eight years, when due to material aging the 
mechanical strength of partitions is significantly reduced. The 
dynamic character of polymer aging  essentially depends on 
moisture absorption, which is accompanied by a considerable  
reduction of thermal conductivity,  while mechanical strength can 
remain unaffected.  

Investigations thus made have demonstrated that the speed of 
polymer insulation aging depends on certain factors  of an 
anthropogenic nature. The analysis of cases of pipeline system 
failures  due to the destruction of its external insulation has 
demonstrated  that in the majority of cases  (91 per cent)  this sort of 
destruction will take place  at locations where pipes cross urban 
infrastructure facilities, which generate certain electric field tension 
values (e.g., power transmission lines, electric transport tracks, 
pipeline systems containing special-purpose cables meant to secure 
required temperature conditions and for de-freezing them, etc.).  
Stray currents which emerge in such instances and induced voltages 
lead to a faster formation of defects not only in steel pipes, but also 
in structural polymer components. Figure 3 presents a variant 
featuring stray currents, when a pipeline system is laid close to a 
tram line. In this case an  important factor is not only the influence 
on the part of direct current or by a fixed frequency source, but also 
by  high-frequency currents which emerge during the process of 
commutation in electric transport motors. These commutation 
processes are accompanied by a transition process due to energy 
exchanges between the capacity of the current circulation loop and 
electric motor inductivity, thus accelerating the process of polymer 
destruction and water penetration due to activated diffusion. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 Stray Ccurrents Circulating in the Structural Elements of 
a Pipeline System 

Translation of words in Fig.3: traction current; return current; 
anode zone; a zone of alternating signs; cathode zone. 

Due to the effect of an external electric voltage a polarization 
process will set on, which essentially means that under the effect of 
electric field forces  atomic electrons will be displaced in relation to 
their nuclei, thus building up bound pairs which look like springy 
electric dipoles. The properties of dipoles are determined as the 
product of displaced electrons charge and the their distance from  
the nucleus. Dipoles of this kind are characterized by an electric 
momentum and by some inertia, when a changing field is applied. 
In the presence of positive and negative ions molecules behave like 
hard dipoles and can properly select their orientation in the external 
electric field. Therefore, the character of current flowing through 
the pipeline system insulation depends on the structure of polymer 
molecules. Polymer aging usually takes place in the direction of de-
polymerization, i.e., towards a decrease of the number of repeated 
structures in the polymer (mono-molecules). This fact has led to the 
idea  to try and determine the extent of aging depending on the  
relationship value between currents flowing through the polymer 
structure.  As a basis,  the measured values of tangent of dielectric 
loss angle were taken, depending on  frequency values. 
Investigations have shown that after a certain operation period a 
shift of the relaxation maximum of the tangent of dielectric losses 
takes place. Figure 4 shows these changes of the tangent of 
dielectric losses depending on temperature (a) and frequency (b).  
The said shift of the relaxation maximum in the frequency area can 
be used as an indicator of insulation aging degree.  

 

 
 

                             a)                                           b) 
Fig. 4 Relaxation Maximum Shift during Insulation Aging 
 
 These investigations concerning the shift of the relaxation 

maximum in order to determine the aging degree of insulation do 
not make it necessary to extract insulation samples from pipeline 
systems or to carry out a costly micro-structural analysis. 

 
Conclusions 

 
1. An investigation was carried out concerning the thermal 

conductivity of a pipeline system as a dependence upon 
temperature. It was shown that at certain critical temperature values 
a sharp increase in thermal conductivity  takes place due to gas and 



gas mixture condensation in FPU despite pressure values 
decreasing. 

2. It was demonstrated that  the shift of the relaxation 
maximum could serve as an indicator of insulation aging. The said 
shift of the relaxation maximum in the frequency area is  more 
convenient and more informative.  
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